Virtual Farm Tour Worksheet

Answer at least five of the following questions after watching or participating in a Virtual Farm Tour.

1. Where is this farm located (city, state)? What is the capital of this state?

2. How did this family get started in the dairy business? How many family members are involved and what are some of their different roles and responsibilities?

3. Describe the process milk takes from the cow to our table.

4. Compare and contrast the nutritious feed given to calves and cows.

5. What are three things this farmer is doing to ensure their animals are well cared for?

6. What is pasteurization and why is it important?

7. What is one way this farmer is ensuring the land is cared for and ready for the next generation?

8. What are three observations that you saw on the farm that would be specific to a dairy farm (a cow does not count)?

9. What perceptions (knowledge) about dairy farms did you have versus what you know about them now? Do you think you could ever be a dairy farmer, why or why not?